
English and History cross-curriculum unit of work 
Year 3/4 class 

 
 
In the beginning 
Step One 
Learning needs of students were identified:  

1. Investigate “Language Variation and Change”  - Yr 3 and 4 indicator of 
Australian Curriculum English. 

2. Make connections with the local community – ensure relevance to the class 
children as speakers of different English dialects. 

 
Step Two 
Use of local resources 
Classroom teacher made contact with EALD consultant to investigate ways of bringing 
this into the classroom.  

 
And so the journey begins. 

 
The Process 
 
An overview (see Planning Overview attached)  shows the elements of the curriculum 
that was focussed on, and the strategies and resources used. This story bellows puts 
the learning in sequence. 
 
Classroom learning 
Language variation and change – language varies according to context and 
purpose, including cultural and historical contexts 
Building local and historical knowledge 
Coral Brockman, a local Badimia elder, was invited to share stories of her life, 
language, country and family with the students in a yarning circle. The children were 
captivated and could make many meaningful connections. 
 
A film was made of this oral history and the children recounted a part of Coral’s 
journey which resonated with them through a written and visual retell process. (See 
artwork - most of which made links with the development of language and family, and 
how challenging life was for women.) 
 
History: The importance of country and Place – learning about each other 
Reconciliation was next on the agenda. This was accomplished through questions that 
the children had compiled. Karen (EALD – non Aboriginal) and Coral (EALD – 
Badimia)  then responded thoughtfully. What was highlighted in their responses was: 

1. Family is extremely important to everyone. 
2. The definition of family is different for everyone. 
3. It is important to have regular events to build and maintain the bond between 

people you care about. 



4. Education is valued. 
5. There is a deep connection to land and place.  
 

It was clearly demonstrated that the children in the classroom continued family 
traditions by ‘going bush’ and feeling connected to their country and extended family. 
There is a general belief that this generation don’t. All children had knowledge of their 
own heritage language and some had existing totems. Coral set the children a task to 
determine what would be a suitable totem for them based on personality, positive 
characteristics of the animals and they had to be local. When she returned the 
children were given their totem, (They were very proud.) 

 
Language variation and change – understand that languages have different oral 
traditions and different ways of constructing meaning 
Next was the language and cultural experience of making damper. The significance of 
this is that non-Aboriginal people pass on their histories through the written form 
(books) whereas Aboriginal people pass on history and knowledge through yarning. 
This is often done when sharing food. Other elements that were covered were: 

a. When and where seeds were collected and how. 
b. The process of making damper (water temperature warm). 
c. The process hasn’t changed the ingredients have.  
d. Damper is/was sustainable because the ingredients were always available. 

Also non perishable. 
 
Museum Visit. 
History: change and continuity over time in the local community – ‘Making 
Tracks’ 
 
The goal was to connect Coral’s history to the Mid West in a more formal manner.  
Contact was made with Mary Callaghan (Museum Education Officer) who has an 
indepth, extensive understanding of the local history, both Aboriginal and non-
Aboriginal. She is also integrating resources with the Australian Curriculum. These 
links will continue to be of importance to all teachers who access the Museum. 
 
 
Frontloading in the classroom 
It was necessary to refine our search to the Learning Intention to critically target key 
information. Slides from the Making Tracks posters in the Museum were presented 
and discussed. The children created a pictorial presentation of the information. This 
was tackled one slide at a time with much discussion – repetition and highlighting key 
words and facts. Kagan strategies where utilised here with success. 
 
The BIG day.  
The ratio of four students to one adult was critical to support students to search and 
make meaning of relevant information.  
 
Children were given the task of acquiring 6 facts about the Mid West and 4 facts that 
they found interesting. This in itself was REALLY difficult as none of the children had 
been to the Museum and were REALLY excited. Their enthusiasm was a positive not 
a negative as when they returned to school they could recall facts that were 
fascinating to them.  They then published these facts on the computer. 


